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3. Roles and responsil¡ilities

3.1 Steering Groups
. Identification of risks and opportunities within the remit

of the Group, referring possible strategic risks to SLT'
r Review of existing Steering Group risks, opportunities

and mitigating actions.
. Consider risk and opportunities when making decisions.

3.2 Senior Leadership Team
. Identification of corporate risks and opportuníties.
. Review of existing strategic risks, opportunities and

mitigating actions.
. Consider risk and opportunities when making decisions.

3.3 Management Board
r Quarterly review of strategic risks and opportunity and

the mitigation of risks, ensuring that the process works
properly,

. Identification of additional strategic risks and
opportunities.

3.4 Audit Committee
. The provision of advíce on the process for risk, control

and governance and the Governance Statement.
o Identification of additional strategic risks and

opportunities.

3.5 Head of Departments
. To identify risks to the achievement of their unit's

business plan which might also be strategic risks, and to
advise Steering Groups and SLT of such risks.

. To identify any relevant mitigating actions, to include
these within their unit's business plan, and to ensure
the business plan is met

r To be alive to other risks and opportunities that might
develop in year.

3.6 Corporate Governance
r To manage the process ensuring that:

. the risk and opportunities register is presented
to corporate governance groups as appropriate;

. the risk and opportunity register is placed on
ICON and staff are encouraged to contribute;
and

. to ensure that the risk and opportunities
management policy is kept up to date.
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r. Introduction and overview

Aim of this document
1.1 This document details the ICO's risk and opportunity
management policy and procedure. It should be read by senior
managers at the ICO (members of the Board, Senior Leadership
Team, and all Department Heads).

What is risk?
1.2 "Risk" is:

An event or cause leading to uncertainty in the outcome of the
ICO's operations.

For example, service standards are based On expected numbers Of

complaints. If complaints rise, service delivery will worsen unless
staff are moved from other tasks to help. However, if complaints fall
there ís an "opportunity" to improve custOmer service. Risks can be

opportunities as well as threats.

Why we need to manage risk and opportunity
1.3 We manage risk and opportunity daily as part of our normal
business, without necessarily describing it as "risk and opportunity
management". We consider what might go Wrong and take steps to
reducè the impact if things do go wrong, And similarly we are alert
to opportunitíes and act on them where possible.

1.4 However, the ICO cannot rely on informal processes. As a public
body we must provide assurance to the Commissioner, auditors,
Audit Committee (AC) and the Department for Digital, Culture,
Media and Sport that we are managing risk and opportunities
properly.

Who should think about risk?
1.5 All staff should be aware of risks and opportunities which may
have an impact on their work. However, managers responsible for a

specific area of work and those responsible for projects need to be

aware of the formal risk and opportunity management process and

their specific responsibilities, both under this policy and procedure
and ICO IT and project management processes.

1.6 In the main, responsibility for identifying corporate risks and
opportunities lies with Senior Leadership (SLT) members and
Department Heads who should consíder both existing risks and
opportunitíes and seek to identify new risks and opportunities. This
can be both individually and as part of governance groups.
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1.7 Management Board (MB), and AC also have a role. Because of
this, the risk and opportunity register will be brought to these
committees quarterly.

When to consider risk
1.8 The consideration of risk and opportunities is an ongoing
process, as decisions are made and circumstances change. In
addition there should be a formal consideration of the register by
SLT as plans for the forthcoming year develop, lookíng at our aims
for the next few years and identifying what might stop (or help) us

achieve these aims.

Strategic risks
1.9 The register includes both strategic and non-strategic risks,
Strategic risks are those thought serious enough by SLT to need to
be owned by a member of SLT and to come to SLT, MB and AC on a
regular basis. Non-strategic risks are those other risks which are
important enough to be considered by the Steering Groups and be

owned by Steering GrouP members.

Project and departmental risks
1.9 Individual ICO projects may have their own risk registers.
Where a project risk is considered serious enough it should be

included in the corporate risk and opportunity register. The project
manager should ensure that any new risks or opportunities are
raised at relevant Steering Group meetings. The Steering groups
will then advise SLT of any strategic risks which will be added to the
register.

1.10 Individual managers may also identify risks or opportunities to
departmental aims, Mitigating actions should be included in
departmental business plans if considered serious enough. If it is
thought that the risks might be strategic, again the manager should
ensure that the issue is raised at a relevant Steering Group.

Information security risks
1.11 Risks related to information security are recorded on an
information security risk register according to the Information
Security Risk Assessment and Risk Treatment Procedures. Where
risks are identified which are considered to be corporate they will be

included in the Corporate Risk and Opportunity Register'

1.12 It is the responsibility of Information Security Team to flag any
such risks to the DCEO Steering Group.
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Risk appetite
1.13 "Risk appetite" is an expression of how much risk an
organisation is prepared to take. It can vary over time and by work
a rea.

I.I4 Management Board has signed off a detailed risk appetite
Statement which is included in the risk and opportunity register.
The statement should be reviewed annually at the same time as the
risks and opportunities are being formally reviewed.

Communicating risk
1.15 The registerwill come to Steering Group, SLT, MB and AC
meetings for any comments members might have.

1.16 The version of the register which comes to the quarterly MB
will be published on the ICO website. This version includes only
strategic risks and contents will be redacted if it is deemed
appropriate to do so.

Options for dealing with risk
1.17 There are various options for dealing with riskl

Tolerate - if we cannot reduce a risk (or if doing so is out of
proportion to the risk) we can tolerate the risk; ie do nothing
further to reduce the risk.

Treat - if we can reduce the risk by identifying mitigating
actions and implementing them, we should do so. For most of
the risks on the corporate risk register this is what we do.

Transfer -risks can be transferred to other organisations, for
example by use of insurance or by contracting out an area of
work.

Terminate - this applies to risks we cannot mitigate other
than by not doing work in that specific area, So if a particular
project is very high risk and these risks cannot be mitigated
we might decide to cancel the project.
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z. Completion of the Corporate Risk Register

Completlhg the reglster
2.1The risk and opportunity register is an Excel spreadsheet stored
on MERIDIO. The spreadsheet contains the following information:

Each risk/opportunity is numbered to
provide a clear reference.

Risk number

risk/opportunity is added toe
the register.

lrne identified risk should be desciibed

I as:

l. . Event/cause
i . Result

,t

Opportunity/risk
description

risklopportunity:
. External
. Internal
. Major Project
. Strategic
. Any appropriate combination

ê on source o

he nature of the risk:
. Finances
. Info Gov
.IT
. Legal. ops
. People
. Policy
i: Reputation
r, Any appropriate combination

TTheme

A score (1 low: 5 high) for the
probability of the risk/opportunity
happening.

This score should be set taking account
of existing mitÍgation actions (ie net).

Probability
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score (1 low: 5 high) for the imPact

This score should be set taking account
of existing mitigation actions (ie net)'

probability and impact levels to give an

overall score for the risk. See "Risk
Status" section below'

Cornm,ents

Impact

Level

Proximity

ion

A

eThe spreadsheet mu Itiplies t

Whether the risk is likelY to arise in the
. Short term (0 * 3 months)
. Medium term (3 - 9 months)
. Long term (9 months onwards)

on the ICO if the risk/oPPortunitY
happens.

Whether the risk/oPPortunitY is
strategic or not (see 1'9 above)'

c

probability of the risk occurring and/or
the impact if the risk does occur.

Or conversely actions needed to take
advantage of an oPPortunitY.

duce theigned to reA list of actions desActions requi

Owner t Head or SLT member
responsible for anY Particular
risk/opportunity, For strategic risks the
owner will be an SLT member'

see particular risks and opportunities
when the risk and opportunity register
is presented.

aitmene ep

ho need tocn e uroeOV arn pshT So e gI

T

Interested Steering
Groups/SLT

ii agreed that a risk or
opportunitY no longer needs to be

included on the register,

When itDate closed

When the particular risk/opportun

Â

Last updated
entry has been last amended

ity



2.3 The register should be completed by Corporate Governance for
version control purposes; there is no facility for track changes in our
Excel version.

Risk Status
2.4 "Risk status" is an assessment of the risk's seriousness based

on:
The probability of the risk actually arising; and

The impact on the ICO if a risk does actually arise'

This status takes account of existing mitigation actions (ie net). We

assign a status so that risks can be prioritised.

2.5 A traffic light and numerical indicator is used to show the risk

status. Annex l\ provides advice on setting probability and impact'
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Annex A

Risk Probability setting

Risk setti

Traffic I scol'1

Criteria

0-5o/o - extrémely unlikely or virtually
impossible

6-200/o - low but not imPossible

Very lo.w:

Low

2l-50a/o - fairly likely to occu,rMedium

- more likely to occur than51-B0o/o
not

High

81-100% - almost cêrtainly will occur

f;ritþria

to have minor impact in one or
a few areas of the ICO.

Low Like to have minor imPact in manY
areas of the ICO

a few areas of the ICO.
ly to have r

Likely to have major imPact in manY
areas of the ICO.

High

Likely to have major imPact on the
whole ICO.

Very hígh

Probabili
Very
High
(s)

High
(4)

Low
()\

Medium
(3)

Very Low
(1)

Impact
Very
H igh

"(s) " ",

High
(4)

Medium
(3)

Very Low
(1)

Low
(2)

'Greên
(2)

\.: reen
11\

1



Data Protection hnpact Assessrnent (DPIA) template

You should complete this template where there is a new (or significant change.to
an existing) service or process that involves the storage/processing of personal

data (whether digital or hardcopy). When dealing with an existing process,

service or system only the change should be impact assessed'

The DpO's team is available to assist and advise on completing this template'

The template should be subrnitted to the DPSIA Committee for their
recommendations and aPProval.

You shoutd start to complete the template-as soon as you decide to
implement a new system or process. How frequently the DPIA is reviewed-
and the governance required will vary with the risk of the system or process. At

a minimum:

Projects: vou shourd produce " i[ll,o,JntiiJiïJ:,,jÏ:iî1t"J':i& updare rherequirements, comPlete it before f

Opin at least once more prior to go-live, In an Agile project, you sho_uld update
the DpIA at the staft and end of each Epic, or where there is a significant change

to the data be¡ng processed o'rthe technology or platform, Each update should

be submitted to the DPSIA Co'mmìttee,

Non-projects: you should complete the DPIA priorto designing the service or
seeking !uppliers and update it whenever there are material changes to the
planned system or Process.

Screening: Determine what to
complete:

1. GDPR DPIA: ComPlete all
sections if you meet 2+
questions in section 2.1-

2. Full DPIA: ComPlete everYthing
but section 6.2 if You meet 2+
screeníng questions in anY
section

3, Compliance Checklist:
Complete sections L, 2 and 4,
plus signoff, if You don't meet
the screening questions

Approval: Consult the DPO's
team and select an option for
the approvers based on your
risk:

L. DPSIA Committee:
including Senior
Information Risk
Officer, Head of Cyber
Securily, DPO

2. DPSIA Committee:
including DPO and
Head of Cyber SecuritY

3, Representatives of
DPO and Cyber
Security, r,vhc¡ will also
send it to the DPSIA
Committee for their
information

Regardless of tlre option
chosen, the DPIA should be
submitted together with
your SIA.

Vt:l :;ìoli # Paqc 1 of 14



1. Process/sYstem overv¡ew

1.1 SummarY

L.2 Synopsis

1.3 Legitimate interest

L,4 Lawful basis

1,5 MandatorY requirements

ID

na er:

Version # Page 2 of L4



Retention & De-letion
d) All data co
e) Data'must
f) Personal d

data subje

llected will have a retention period
be deleted at the end of its retention períod

must

data SU

ils of any
countries

) Consult the DPO
GDPR compliant.

There must be controls to ens
o rga n isations,

from the

al basis and

n receipt of a

receipt of a lawful

re to obtain
compliant

qurrem the processing Ís

ure or monitor com iance by external

g

able staff to

o )

qpe-r.ëtipn?_lf Ea-.1

p) There mr"¡st be a meani to extract and transmit the data in a struct
commonly used and machine-readable format on receipt of a lawful
request from the data subject

q) The consent must be recorded in some manner to serve as evidence

ured,

r) Update the PrivacY Notice

Version #

?If
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2. Data protection assessment screening

2.L GDPR required screening questions

¡ll ube rocess tom cor enetic data?
Commentsi

Will you be matching or combining clata from sources co llected
for other oses or other data controllers?UT

Comments

Will the system / process include'invisible processing' of
personal data (processing without provìding a privacy notice to

individual
Comments:

Will you be processing personal data ìn a way w
acki n individuals' location or behaviour?

?

ID
s the m process use sYstemat c and exten VE

profiling or automated decision-making to make significant
decisions about eo Þ

mme

1,.,

2,, Does t e rocess e larþe scale processing ata
concerning racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or
philosophical beliefs, trade union membership, genetic data,
biometric data, data concerning health, data concerning a

person's sex life or sexual orientation or data relating to
cn ctio ?

Will you be systematically monitoring a public ly accessible
lace nala e scale?

mm enté:

Will you be implementing novel technologies or new
a lications of existi tech nol es?

m me nts

4

5, will system / process help to make decisio ns about access

to services, opportunities or benefits using automated decision-
making, profiling or special category data (see list in question

?

omments:

6. Will you be profiling using personal data on a large sca le,

taking into account the number of individuals involved, the
volume and range of personal data, the duration of the

cessln ra hic I area ered?
Comments

7,

8"

9,

10

Version lÉ

Comrnents

hich involves
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Will you be processing children's personal data for profiling,
automated decision-making or marketing purposes or to offer

service dire ?

Comments:
th

Will the system / process involve personal data which could
result in a risk of physical harm in the event of a security
b 7

L2"

f the scree

2.2 GDPR advised screen¡ng quest¡ons

Will you be processing personal data on a large scale, taking
into account the number of individuals involved, the volume
and range of personal data, the duration of the processing and
the e ra hical area covered?
Comments:

Will you be processing information about children or other
vulnerable individuals or individuals over whom you hold a

sition of wer e .em lo
Comments

Will you tmp ementing technological or organisational
solutions which are new to the organisation? Updated or
alternative versions of technologies currently in use are not to
be considered new unless they include changes with
considerable privacy implications (e.9, adding cloud storage to

lication ).

ID
13.

Screeni ton
e system/process includ e he proliling or scoring of

individuals?

Yes

Comments:

L4. Will the system/þrocess result in you making automated
decisions or taking automated action against individuals in
ways which could have a legal or similarly significant impact on
them?
Comments:

is. il e syste process involve the systematic monitoring
ls icl ssible areas?

Comments:

he system/process involve data concern g racial or
ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical
beliefs, trade union membership, genelic data, biometric data,
data concerning health, data concerning a person's sex life or
sexual orientation, data relating to criminal convictions /
offen s or other sensitive or hi ht ersonal data?
Comments

ro,

t7"

18.

19,

Version #

a reviousl local a
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Comments;

Will the system/process result in indivi
:access to a Service Or contraCt or prevent them frOm exerCising

als being denied

thei r hts?
Comments:

20

ID ng questionScreeni Yes/Nó
Are you using existing information
purpose it is not currently used for
reasonably expected when the info

about individuals for a
and would not have been
rmation was provided?

Commentsi

2I

at ou ose to exte rnal organisations information about
individuals which is currently held interna lly or result in a

tn le

Comments:

the system/p requ re U to contact individuals in

ch m din ve?
23.

Comments:

2.3 Screening questions based on r¡sk appet¡te

" to one

not ånswered
'need to co
add the manda

consult re
process . You

2.4 DPIA approach and consultation

of the

data protection risks. Include
that you ídentify àn d address

Version # Page 6 of L4
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3. Data inventorY

3.1 Information flows

3,2 Data inventory

Data Type Recipients Retention Period Necessitv

IDescription of the
data held (e.g.
dates of birth,
addresses etc.)l

[Who will have
access to the data?l

IHow long wil] the
data be held for?l

Version # Page I of L4



Use this section to record your compliance with the requirements in section 1.5.
Fill in the details of how the requirements have bpen met or list the requirement
as N/A. The requirement source is a referencé to GDPR unless otherwise stated.

4. Compliance measures

j) Appropriate training and instru ONS WI ll be put in place to
o a le sta to erate t NCW S em TOCCSS S cu re

Idenli an Information Asset Owner

J)U date the Information Asset Re ister

m) The data subjects must be provided with information on where
to obtain details of any safeguards over data transferred to non-
GDPR co mp liant countries
n) Consult the DPO for additional requirements to ens u re the

rocessi nq is GDPR compliant
o) There must be controls to ensure or monitor compliance by
externa I orclanisalions
p)'l-here must be a means to extrðct and transmit the data in a
structurecl, cotltronly lrsed and machine-readable format on
recei pt 

-o_f 
a lawfç¡t ¡gquest fr--gm th e data subject

q) the consent must be recorded in some nìanrìer to serve as
evidence

ate tlre Privacyr U

Implementation
Details

Requirement

ere must be means to validate the accuracy of any persona
ta collected

n
I

atedU o nnal data mustete persocompc Inaccurate or
recei to f ata

il a retentionila od
Data e

f) Personal data must be erased upon receipt of a awful request
from the data sub ect

¡ the identity and contact details of the data controller;
r the contact details of the Data Protection Officer;
o the purposes of the processing, including the legal basis and
legitimate interests pursued
r details of the categories of personal data collected

rso I

The ansst be me esslroc n dof taa nore Um o het p g

lre ectuest from the da SUcer t a

withg) The data subjects shall be provid

i or details

processing of data on recei pti) There must be means to stop t
of a lawful est from t at

Version #

Notice
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5. Data protection risk assessment

Impact Likelihood Resoonse
detáils

of the relevant
risks to data
subjects here,
including their
source and
nature.l

[Hôw iisñlfiöänt
would the :

impact be if the
risk occurred?
This is a
measure of
inherent risk
without
controls,l

lHow likely is it
that this risk
would occur?
This is a
measure of
inherent risk
without
controls.l

[Is the risk tö
be reduced,
accepted or
avoided (e.9.
by not
collecting
certain data)?
How will this be
achieved? ït
may be useful
to refer to the
Security Impact
Assessment in
completing this
section,l

Processinq,
Data Accuracy
& Sufficiency
Illegitimate
Access to Data
Unauthorised /
Incorrect
Modification
Destruction or
Loss of Data

Version # Page 1O of L4



6, Residual risk and sign off

6.1 Residual risk

6.2 Necessity and proportionality

6.3 DPO recommendations

6.4 Sign Off

l .'['Rëeoid'ánV Chânþes iêCömmendèd by the lJt'v
herel

lReco'id' thé" âctiöñS tákèn
as a result of the
recommendationl

Approved bv Role Date Proiect Staoe
DPO
Head of Cyber
Securitv
[Add others as
necessarvl

Version # Page 11 of 14



7, Integrate the outcomes back into the plan

Action to be taken Date for completion Responsibility for
Action

,Completed Date

Contact point(s) for future
data protection concerns

8. Change history

Version Date Author Chanoe description

9. Template Document control

Title Data Protection impact Assessrnent Template
Version
Status

0,3.1
Draft

Owner DPSIA Committee
Approved by DPO and Head of Cyber Security to be used to pilot DPIAs
Release date o2/o7 /LB
Review date 37/L2/LB

Version # Page L2 af L4



Probability

iblertikely m SSauu n o5o/o reext em v pvVery low (1

6-200/o - low but not impossibleLow (2)

ium

High (a)

Very high (5)

Appendix - Risk Assessment Guidelines

This scheme is aligned to the corporate risk register

Risk Probability sett¡ng

1 v y to occur

51-B0o/o - more like y to occur than not

-100% - almost certainly will occur

Risk Impact setting

Likely to have minor impact to a significant nu mber of data su ects.

example, minor inconveniences
re-entering information, short d

a lternative services, stress)'

which will be overcome (e.9. time spent
elays, recoverable costs, needing to use

Likely to have sighifi cant impact, such as significant inconveniences or
riation of funds, temporary loss of access
credit rating, minor physical ailments or

mage to property), to a small minority of

minor detriment (e.9. misaPProP
to services, temPorarY change to
temporary injurY, recoverable da
data subjects

Likely to have sig nificant impact, such as significant inconveniences or

minor detriment (e.9, misappropriation of funds, temporary loss of access

to services, minor PhYs ical ailments), on a significant number of data

subjects or a major imPa ct to a small minority of data subjects. A major
irreversible consequences (loss of

r

impact would include significant or
employment, legal conseq uences'
psychological or physical ailments)

loss of access to services, long term

Likely to have major imPa ct to a significant number of data subjects or an

irreparable imPact to anY number of clata subjects. A major impact would

include significant conseq uences (loss of emPloYment, lega

consequences,
physical ailmen
death etc,

loss of access to services, long term PsYcho ogical or
ity to work,

Traffic light scoring

Impact

example, minor inconvenience
re-entering information, short
alternative services, stress)'

bn dof ta ustoct smaa m nomVE no m a ty jectsL ke to ah pY ntme e t me sWI b o rcoVCs h ch I pe
SEUleb n toeede a reco erad costs, ngys

Very low (1)

Low (2)

Medium (3)

Hiqh (a)

Very high
(s)

Version #

ts), Irreparable impacts would include inabi
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Probabilitv
Very Low

(1)
Lçw
{2\

Medium
t3)

Hish
(4\

Very High
(s)

IrilpactVery High

Medium

Low
z

Very Low

Version # Page 14 of 14



Security Incident Management Standard

1. Purpose

1.1 This standard supports our Information Security Policy, Its purpose is to
ensure we have a consistent and effective approach to the management
of securitY incidents.

L2 Accompanying procedures (see Annex A) define step-by-step instructions
on how to report and respond to security incidents'

2. Scope

Z.t This standard applies to all staff, contractors and third parties who are

given access to information assets within our care. This includes manually
ãnd electronically processed data, as well as the software, hardware,
networks, and physical locations used to store, process and transmit that
information.

3. Definitions

3.1 A security incident is an unwanted or unexpected eventthat has a
significant probability of compromising business operations and

threatening securitY.

3.2 A near miss, on the other hand, is an unwanted or unexpected eventthat
has the potential to cause, but does not actually result in, a compromise
of business operations or threats to security.

3.3 Examples of common security incidents include the following:

Pe r:so n a | -dela-þIeaeh
fñè Oestruction, loss, alteration, unauthorised disclosure of, or access to,
personal data

Unauthorised Access
Àn individual or process gains unauthorised physical or logical access to

our premises, assets, systems and services

De_malpf Je¡vrce"
Ãttãtpi"d or suCcessful attacks that impair or prevent the normal
operation of systems and services

MAljcioUs Cqde
Attempted or successful installation of malicious software (eg virus, worm,

trojan, etc.) that infects an operating system or application

InePPr-ç"EinIilJse
When an individual vÍolates security and acceptable use policies

LoSS or thefi

Versíon 1.0 Page I of L2



When assets (eg papers or ICT hardware) are lost or stolen

Inadeqr¿a[g ijsp_ssal
When assets (eg papers or ICT equipment) are not disposed of securely

FhyBical:,th'reat
Human or environmental threats to staff and premises

4. Responsibilities

4.L All staff, contractors and third parties given access to information within
our care are responsible for reporting all actual or suspected security
incidents (including 'near misses') and assisting in any subsequent
investigations.

The Senior Information Risk Owner (SIRO) has overall responsibility for
the organisation's security risks, and will decide how MEDIUM or HIGH
impact security incidents should be managed and whether external
notification is required. The Deputy Chief Executive Officer (DCEO) is the
designated SIRO.

4.2

4.3 The Data Protection Officer (DPO) has overall responsibility for our
compliance with data protection laws and regulations, and will decide how
MEDIUM and HIGH impact personal data breaches should be managed.
The Head of Risk and Governance is the designated DPO'

4.4 The Information Asset Owner (IAO) has responsibility for the protection of
assets allocated to their business area, and will decide how LOW impact
security incidents are managed. Departmental heads are the designated
IAOs,

4.5 The Information Security Manager is responsible for ensuring that all
incident reports are logged, assessed and resolved appropriately,
including analysis and communication of any trends and lessons learned,

5. Policy requirements

5.1 All actual and suspected security incidents must be reported through
appropriate management channels as quickly as possible and within
agreed timescales (See Annex A2).

5.2 All incident reports must be assessed to determine if they are to be
classified as security incidents (see Annex A3)'

5.3 All security incidents must be responded to in in accordance with defined
procedures (see Annex A4).

5.4 Knowledge gained from resolving and analysing security incidents must be

used to reduce the likelihood or impact of future incidents (see Annex A5).

Version 1.0 Page 2 of 12



5.5 There must be a defined process for the identifícation, collection,
acquisition and preservation of information, which can serve as evidence
(see Annex A6).

6. Policy compliance

6.1 The DCEO Steering Group will verify compliance with this standard
through various methods including but not limited to internal audits and
management reviews.

6.2 Any individual who does not comply with this standard may be subject to
disciplinary action.

7. Reference documents

. Information Security PolicY

. ISOIIEC 27A0L:2CIL3, 4.16.1

8. Document owner and aPProval

8.1 The Information Security Manager will own this document and ensure it is
reviewed every two years or when required to ensure it remains relevant
and up-to-date.

8.2 A current version of this document is available to all members of staff on

the corporate intranet.

8.3 This document was approved by the DCEO Steering Group on 19 October
20t7,

9. Change history

23 10 L7
Version Chanqe description Author Date of issue

1.0 Initial release S Rook
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2.2

Annex A: Incident rnanagernent procedures

A1. Introduction

1,1 These procedures describe the process for reporting and responding to
security incidents, If you need to report a security incident please read
Annex A2.If you need to respond to a security incident please read Annex
A3 onwards.

A2. Reporting an incident

2.L Please report any actual
to your line manager an

or sus ect incidents (including'near misses')
immediately or as soon as is

practicable and within 24 urs etect on. is allows us to respond
and recover quickly, and to meet any legal or regulatory requirements to
notify individuals and external authorities,

If the incident relates to a lost or stolen mobile device (eg tablet or

3.2

A4, Responding to an incident

l=9*W im P s c!" li-r"ç i d en [$

Version l-.0

smartphone) please also call the 24/7 helpline on
immediately or as soon as is practicable so the device can be remotely
wiped,

2.3 When reporting incidents please complete the incident report form
(Annex B). This will ensure the relevant details are recorded consistently
and communicated to the Information Security team. It is important that
submission of the form is not delayed by any local investigation. The form
can be updated later once the full facts have been established.

A3. Assessing an incident

3.1 On receipt of an incident report form the Information Security team will:

. Acknowledge receipt

. Enter the details into the security event log

. Make an assessment as to whether it should be classified as a security
incident using the agreed criteria to determine the likely impact of the
incident (Annex C). This will include privacy, operational, financial and
reputational impacts.

Please note, classification will help to determine the appropriate response
(see section A4).

Initial information is often sparse and it may be uncertain if an actual
incident has taken place. Suspected incidents and near misses should still
be recorded in the security event log as lessons can often be learned, and
they can be re-classified or withdrawn when the full facts have been
esta blished.
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4,L

4.2

4.3

4.6

4.8

4.9

4.4 The Information Security team will notify the SIRO, DPO and the relevant
IAo(s).

4.5 The SIRO or DPO may nominate a single incident responder to coordinate
our response. This will typically be the Information Security Manager but
may ínclude appointing business and technical specialists from across the
organisation (eg IT, HR, legal, records management, etc.) and, where
appropriate, service providers and other external support'

The incident responder will identify and implement any steps required to
contain the incident and preserve any evidence. This could include
isolating or closing a compromised section of the network or changing
passwords.

The Information Security team will nominate a single incident responder
to coordinate our response.

The incident responder will review the incident to confirm appropriate
action has been taken to mitigate its impact and identify any further
action required to help prevent recurrences.

The incident responder will update the incident report form as necessary/
notify the reporting officer, and closing the incident with the agreement of
the IAO.

Notification should serve a purpose (eg to allow individuals or third parties
to take appropriate steps to protect themselves) and will typically be

limited to HIGH impact incidents.

The SIRO and/or DPO wîll make the decision to notify individuals where a

personal data breach is likely to result in a high risk to the rights and
freedoms of those individuals.

4.7 The incident responder will identify and implement any steps required to
recover from the incident, This could include retrieving lost
papers/equipment or using backup tapes to restore lost or damaged data.

Notifica"tion-of an incldent

4.1-0 The SIRO and/or DPO will make the decision to notify third party
organisations where the incident has a significant probability of
compromising the third party's business operations or threatening their
security.

4,tL Notification should include the following information as a minimum:

. Details of what happened and when

. What data was involved
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a

Police

What steps we've taken to contain the incident and prevent
recu rrences

. Advice on what steps they should take

. How we will keep them informed (if necessary)

. Provide a way to be contacted

Please note, the Corporate Communications department can advise on the
wording of any notification.

4.J,2 The SIRO and/or DPO will make the decision to notify the following
external authorities where necessary'

External authority Incident type Contact details
Information
Commissioner's Office
(rco)

Peisonal data breaches
that are likely to result
in high risk to the
rights and freedoms of
individuals must be
reported to the ICO
within 72 hours of
detection. Any delay
must be accompanied
by an explanation.

Visit ieq*afg.uk for
information,

National Cyber Security
Centre (NCSC)

Cyber security
incidents (eg phishing,
denial of service,
malware, ransomware,
etc.) that threaten an
orga n isation's systems
and operations should
be reported to NCSC
for information sharing
purposes and technical
assistance.

Visit nçg.ç.9.E3¿¿[ for
information.

CINRAS contact details
are restricted on a

need-to-know basis,
Please contact the
Information Security
Manager or the Head
of Business
Development and IT
for information,

Call 101 or visit
p_"oli"ce.uk for
information.

Comsec Incident
Notification Re portín g
and Alerting Scheme
(crNRAS)

Incidents involving
compromise of
government issued
cryptographic items
(eg loss, theft or
tampering) must be
reported to CINRAS
immediately,

Criminal events
including threats
against staff and
property should be
reported to police
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A5

authorities,,

Learning from an incident

For all MEDIUM and HIGH impact incidents - or at the direction of the
SIRO, DPO or IAO - the incident responder will carry out a full review of
the incident and complete an incident investigation report (Annex D).

5.1

5.2 The report will detail the root cause of the incident and any contributory
factors, timeline of events, actions taken, recommendations, and lessons
learned to identify what worked well and what could be improved to
prevent similar incidents in future.

5.3 Recommended changes to systems, policies and procedures will be agreed
and tracked to completion to demonstrate continuous improvement.

5.4 The Information Security team will maintain the security event log and
produce summary reports for the SIRO and IAOs on a quarterly basis or
when required to allow any systemic trends to be identified and
addressed.

46. Collection of evidence

6.1 Some incidents may require the collection and preservation of evidence
for disciplinary and legal proceedings, This can include original copies of
documents, digital storage devices and data files.

6.2 The incident responder will identify what steps are required to identify,
collect, handle and preserve evidence to ensure its integrity, and
document the collection and handling of evidence using the chain of
custody form (Annex E). This may ínvolve seeking advice from HR, legal
or the Police.

6.3 Collecting digital evidence requires specialist resources, and the incident
responder will liaise with our ICT service provider(s) accordingly.
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Annex B,: Incident rePort form
Please complete and return the form
soon as is practicable and within 24 hours
security incident.

detecting an
immediately or as
actual or suspected
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Annex C: Incident classification rnatrix

The following criteria should be considered when classifying any reported
incÍdent in terms of potential impact. This can include privacy, operational,
financial and reputational impacts (or a combination of these).

Assigning the correct impact rating will determine the appropriate response. The
guidelines below are not exhaustíve and the SIRO, DPO or IAO may provide
alternate direction about what response should be taken on a case-by-case
basis.

For personal data breaches, detailed guidance on what comprises a high risk to
the rights and freedoms of indivíduals is available by visiting tca,,arg-!tk,

. A large number of
individuals are affected
(for example, 100+)
and/or acutely
disadvantaged in some
way

. A large number of staff
are affected and/or not
able to do their job, and
recovery time is
unknown

. The financial impact is
(for example) likely to
exceed €10,000,
including financial
penalties

r The damage to the
reputation of the
business is likely to be
high (for example,
widespread and
sustained national
media interest)

. Someone has been
seriously injured

Must be escalated to
SIRO and/or DPO for
decision on
response/closu re
External notification is
likely to be required
Response requires
significant corporate
resources to manage
beyond normal
operating procedures
and potentially outside
of normal business
hou rs

a

a

A moderate number of
individuals are affected
(for example, between
10 and 100) and/or
ìnconvenienced in some
way
A moderate number of
staff are affected and/or
not able to do their job
properly but recovery
time is known
The financial impact is
(for example) likely to

Must be escalated to
SIRO and/or DPO for
decision on
response/closu re
External notification
may be required
Response can be
managed within normal
business operating
procedures but may
require specialist
assistance from outside
the business unit

I

a

a

Version 1,0

be between €1 000 and
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€10,000
'r; The damage to the

reputation of the
business is likely to be
moderate (eg local
medía interest)

Must be escalated to
IAO for decision on
response/closure
External notificatlon is
unlikely to be required
Response can be
managed withln normal
operating procedures
and/or within the
business unit

a

."tl

¡j

¡ A minimal number of
individuals are affected
(for example, between
one and ten) and/or
inconvenienced but not
in a significant way

i.:' A minimal number of
staff are affected and/or
able to deliver an
acceptable service but
this requires extra effort

. The financial impact is
(for example) likely to
be less than 81,000

. The damage to the
reputation of the
business is likely to be
minimal (for example,
loss of a single
customer's confidence)

escalate wlth senior
management
No external notification
is required
Response can be
managed within normal
operating procedures
and/or within the
business unit

a

a

o entrem toreq
example a near miss or
false alarm

a No material im pact, r
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Annex I): Incident investigation form
To be completed by the incident responder and approved by the SIRO, DPO or
IAO as appropriate.
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Annex B: Chain of custody form
To be completed by the incident responder for any security incident where
evidence is seized or imaged in support of investigations or potential legal
proceedings. A record of the completed forrn will be maintained by the
Information Security team.

Are no longer needed as evidence and I confirm these have been returned to the
rlawful owner.

Name of authorising officer:
Name/address of lawful owner:
Date of release:

Item nu mbers:

Are no longer needed as evidence and I confirm these have been securely
sanitised I destroyed (delete as applicable),

Name of authorising officer:
Name of witness to destruction:
Date of destruction:

Item numbers:
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